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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







21,220,979Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







212,882,263Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







5,441,741Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







61,295,073Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







20,172,950Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







12,217,515Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







27,273,819Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







88,202,437Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







5,710,870Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







3,798,847Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







3,618,830Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







4,103,531Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







11,248,777Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







512,661,985Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







226,042,156Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







17,130,645Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







891,039,397Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







58,986,584Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







30,593,190Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







35,817,230Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







8,261,569Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







18,477,416Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







3,485,611Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







46,504,958Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







64,814,681Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







5,836,246Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2015DILLON SCHOOL DISTRICT 4
2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







18,051,975Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







197,255,218Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







17,423,466Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







26,129,974Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







23,774,362Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







106,739,984Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







5,141,826Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







15,152,162Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







5,977,444Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







4,890,956Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







147,003,656Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







654,438,655Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







63,892,731Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







4,996,604Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







11,488,705Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







12,167,015Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







4,203,661Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







406,437,453Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







21,449,558Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







81,628,119Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







91,288,566Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2015LAURENS DISTRICT 55 
2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







36,044,948Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







18,112,915Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







15,450,559Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







155,717,881Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







79,251,174Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







13,666,763Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







10,961,951Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







168,097,314Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2015MARION CNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







31,201,629Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







18,158,455Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







14,631,098Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







47,040,806Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
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152,873,514Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







17,973,152Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







15,295,238Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







45,008,054Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







179,177,189Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







202,657,206Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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159,630,229Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
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15,846,745Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







52,965,057Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
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94,227,367Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







17,155,100Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







18,706,570Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







65,033,897Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







90,567,684Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







73,987,970Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







115,984,989Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







29,383,761Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







26,995,990Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







31,313,293Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







56,673,173Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







147,270,168Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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2017 Factored Preliminary Index 
of Taxpaying Ability







91,995,624Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
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6,625,428,851Tier 1, 2 and 3
6,625,428,851Tier 1, 2 and 3, Replacement Assessment
